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CarSim 9.0 provides a major improvement in vehicle simulation technology, including 
visualization tools, vehicle math models, the VS Browser (GUI), database standards, example 
datasets, and documentation. 

Integrated Plotting and Video 
VehicleSim products have traditionally included the WinEP program for plotting. CarSim 9 
introduces VS Visualizer 2, which adds automated plotting to the existing video now used to view 
simulation results. Here are the main plotting capabilities: 

1. Predefined plots from the database are activated with a single button click. Plots 
synchronized with video are also activated with a single button click. 

2. Cursor movements are synchronized for all visible time-history plots. If a video 
animation is visible, it is also synchronized. 

3. The time needed to show plots is much quicker than with WinEP, even when output files 
have hundreds of thousands of data points. 

4. Digital displays of all plotted variables can be shown simultaneously as the cursor is 
moved through the plot area. 

5. A new interface shows thumbnail views of all plots; double click to view one in detail. 

6. New plot variables can be defined with formulas. 

7. The plot screens support interactive zooming and panning, similar to the video camera 
controls. 

8. The option to find the maximum or minimum value of a plotted variable also moves the 
indicated time for all synched plots and video. 

9. A new VS file format supports 32- and 64-bit data; the legacy ERD file format is also 
supported. 

10. Existing plot datasets work in the new plotter without modification. 

WinEP is still included as an alternate tool. 

Simulink Interface  
CarSim 9 improves the interface that connects Simulink and extends the VS Browser to support 
the import and export of variables added at runtime.  

1. A second generation CarSim S-Function supports multiple ports for import and export. 
The architecture of the S-Function was redesigned to initialize more efficiently, avoiding 
problems that can sometimes occur in past versions when Simulink initializes repeatedly 
for large models. 

2. The CarSim GUI and VS Solvers provide documentation text and spreadsheet files that 
list all available VS Import and Export variables, including those defined at runtime with 
VS Commands, external software, and new model extension commands.  
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3. A new GUI screen provides point and click support for up to 20 Simulink Import ports 
and 20 Simulink output ports. As with past versions, a Simulink port can have any 
number of signals (1 or more). 

4. Existing screens for specifying I/O variables were updated to include variables defined 
with VS Commands. 

The original (first generation) CarSim S-Function is still included to support older Simulink 
models. 

Database 
CarSim 9 introduces major improvements in the database management of VS Parsfiles. Each 
Parsfile is named with a Universally Unique ID (UUID) with 32 hex characters. (32 characters 
provide 1632 = 340282366920938463463374607431768211456 possible UUID names.)  

1. CarSim databases are now fully compatible with the designs of major version control 
systems, which typically monitor changes based on fixed file names. 

2. Datasets can be renamed without affecting any links (the links simply show the new 
name). 

3. When you delete a dataset, it is placed in the Windows recycle bin. You can restore with 
a Windows Restore command (right-click on the file), and it will be functional in the 
database after a quick re-index operation. 

4. Locking and unlocking files uses Windows file permission for full compatibility with 
other software. 

5. When importing data, a preview window shows all datasets considered for import, with 
pending actions (skip, import unique, import and clone). 

6. Moving datasets from one database to another is faster and more reliable for resolving 
cases of multiple datasets with the same name. 

The previous database file architecture was used for 15 years; we expect to use the new design for 
the foreseeable future, with regular improvements in future versions of CarSim. 

Vehicle Model 

Asymmetric Tables in Tire Model  
CarSim has two built-in tire models that take data in tabular form and apply combined-slip theory 
to generate forces and moments. In past versions of CarSim, these tire models included an 
assumption of symmetric behavior in both lateral and longitudinal slip.  

CarSim 9 adds full support for asymmetric lateral and longitudinal slip.  

The model continues to apply the combined slip approach used in past versions (see Bakker, E., 
Pacejka, H.B., and Lidner, L., “A New Tire Model with an Application in Vehicle Dynamics 
Studies,” 4th Autotechnologies Conference, Monte Carlo, 1989).  
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The tire table screens now support linear and spline interpolation, with gains and offsets for both 
independent variables (slip and load) along with the dependent variable (shear forces and 
moments). The extended models and GUI provide several new capabilities: 

1. The two tabular tire models can now simulate tires with asymmetric behavior. 

2. Tire test data taken over a range of positive and negative slip conditions can be used 
directly “as is” with minimal preprocessing. 

3. Alternative table calculation methods can be used to scale the data when a full range of 
measurement conditions is not available. For example, a single force vs. slip curve can be 
multiplied with a load sensitivity curve. 

4. Transformation parameters (gains and offsets) can be set directly to simplify sensitivity 
studies. 

5. Users of some third-party tire models (e.g., TNO/TASS MF-Tyre and MF-Swift) that do 
not run on RT systems can generate tabular tire data with the CarSim Tire Tester, and 
then use the built-in models for RT simulations. 

The math models and GUI still support symmetric datasets from past versions of CarSim. 

Note CarSim 9.0 includes TNO Delft-Tyre version 6.2.0.2, with both MF-Tyre 
and MF-Swift.  

 CarSim 9.0 is also backward compatible with earlier versions of Delft-
Tyre (version 6.1 and 6.1.2). 

Multiple Roads and Reference Paths 
Past versions of CarSim have used a reference path to define a single 3D road for handling 
tire/ground contact. The road reference path could also be used to provide a target for the driver 
steering model and moving objects. Alternatively, a second reference path could be defined for 
use by the driver model and moving objects, independently of the road reference path. 

CarSim 9 adds support for multiple reference paths and multiple roads (up to a maximum of 50).  

Any of the roads can be assigned dynamically to the vehicle model and to moving objects (used 
to represent traffic vehicles, pedestrians, etc.). The options for defining multiple paths and roads 
provide several advantages: 

1. Simulation of ADAS scenarios with traffic vehicles, pedestrians, etc. can be as simple as 
giving each moving object a separate path. 

2. Coordination between the vehicle math model and the visualization of scenarios 
involving multiple roads is simplified.  

3. The vehicle and each moving object are associated with a single road and reference path, 
specified with path and road ID numbers. Those ID numbers can be changed with VS 
Events during a simulation to switch the path used for steering control or motions for 
moving objects. 
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Building Paths from Multiple Segments 
In past versions of CarSim, reference paths were defined with a table of global XY coordinates, 
used to generate the path with special spline calculations. 

In CarSim 9, the path can be built with a series of segments (up to 100), where each segment is 
defined as a straight line, a circular arc, or a table of relative XY coordinates. The XY option 
supports all existing datasets, and allows segments with arbitrary geometry to be used as 
“building blocks” to manage long and complicated paths more easily. The new options (straight 
line and circular arc) simplify most setups for traditional vehicle dynamics tests. 

Driver Model 
The driver model in CarSim includes closed-loop steering to follow a target path, and closed-loop 
speed control with several options for determining the target speed.  

Past versions of CarSim had a single reference path used by the closed-loop steering model. It 
could be the road reference path or a separate path provided only for use by the driver model. In 
addition, a configurable function named LTARG calculated a lateral target position as a function 
of Station along the reference path used by the driver model. 

With the introduction of multiple roads and paths in CarSim 9.0, the capabilities of the closed-
loop steering controller have been extended: 

1. A new parameter PATH_ID_DM identifies the reference path currently in use by the 
driver model. This ID can be changed during a simulation using VS Events. 

2. The number of datasets supported by the LTARG Configurable Function was increased 
from 1 to 100. (The active number is set with a new parameter N_LTARG.) Besides 
supporting the driver model, the multiple datasets of the LTARG function are available for 
advanced users to define lanes, provide control options for other moving objects, etc. 

3. A new parameter LTARG_DM identifies the LTARG dataset currently in use by the driver 
model. This can be changed during a simulation using VS Events. 

Moving Objects 
CarSim supports up to 99 moving objects that can be animated in support of driving simulators 
and complicated simulation scenarios. They also function as targets if the optional VS Sensors 
module is used. Their motions are controlled by variables imported from external software such 
as Simulink or set with VS Commands.  

Moving objects are installed with the VS Command DEFINE_MOVING_OBJECTS, which is 
applied automatically when using either of the two GUI screens for moving objects. 

Past versions of CarSim had a parameter for each moving object that determined whether the 
position was set using path/road location (Station and Lateral offset) or global X and Y 
coordinates. With the availability of multiple paths, roads, and LTARG Configurable Function 
datasets, new options have been added for controlling the motions of moving objects: 

1. A new parameter PATH_ID_OBJ identifies the reference path currently in use to set the 
X, Y, and Yaw coordinates of the object based on path station. If set to zero, then station 
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is not used and X, Y, and Yaw are set directly. This ID can be changed during a 
simulation using VS Events. 

2. If PATH_ID_OBJ is not zero, then a new parameter LTARG_ID_OBJ identifies an 
LTARG dataset used to adjust the X, Y, and Yaw coordinates of the object. If set to zero, 
then X, Y, and Yaw are set for zero lateral offset from the reference path. This ID can be 
changed during a simulation using VS Events. 

3. A new parameter ROAD_ID_OBJ identifies the road currently in use to set the Z, Roll, 
and Pitch coordinates of the object based on road geometry. If set to zero, then Z, Roll, 
and Pitch are set directly. This ID can be changed during a simulation using VS Events. 

Modular Extensions  
Past versions of CarSim included fixed sets of sensors and objects that were built into the model. 
In CarSim 9, many features that are not part of the core vehicle dynamics model have been made 
optional. That is, the equations and supporting parameters are not included in the model unless 
the optional feature is selected. 

In all cases, capabilities from previous versions are still in the model when needed. In most cases, 
the capabilities have been extended. 

Motion Sensors for Position, Velocity, Acceleration, and Curvature 
Past versions of CarSim included velocity and acceleration output variables for the mass center of 
the sprung mass, plus six points in the reference frame of the sprung mass. This capability has 
been extended in CarSim 9 to support up to 99 motion sensors in the vehicle, with each sensor 
producing up to 25 output variables involving position (global XYZ), velocity (translational and 
angular) acceleration (translational), and curvature.  

Each sensor can be located in a sprung mass (including trailers), a solid axle, a wheel knuckle 
(the non-spinning hub of a wheel), and the engine mass (for models with engine mounts).  

For each velocity and acceleration vector, a set of three scalar components is provided for both 
local body axes and the global inertial axes. 

Custom Forces and Reference Points 
Past versions of CarSim included sets of ten predefined reference points and associated force 
vectors whose values were calculated from user-defined equations, and always attached to a 
sprung mass or mounted engine. CarSim 9 extends this capability by allowing up to 99 reference 
points to be defined. Each can be assigned to a specified sprung mass or engine body (if the 
engine mount feature is used). The axis system for the force components can be set to the local 
(body-fixed) axes or the global (inertial) axes. 

Payloads 
Past versions of CarSim included four payloads rigidly attached to each sprung mass. CarSim 9 
supports a total of up to 99 payloads for each vehicle. If the vehicle has a trailer, each payload is 
attached to a specified sprung mass.  
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Preview Information for External Driver Models 
Past versions of CarSim included parameters and outputs for five preview points. The outputs 
were not used for any internal controllers, but could be exported for used in externally defined 
driver models. CarSim 9 extends this feature to support up to ten preview locations that can be 
added as needed. 

Adding Features at Runtime 
In addition to the modular features described above, other features that are not essential for all 
simulations have been made optional.  

Following are some CarSim features that were changed from “always built-in” to modules that 
are installed only when referenced. In support of existing databases, the CarSim 9 GUI provides 
these installation commands automatically if links are made to datasets that use the feature.  

ABS Controller 
The simple CarSim ABS controller and associated parameters are installed only if used. No 
changes have been made to the control logic. When installed, the controller can still be disabled 
for any axle using the original parameters. 

The CarSim 9 GUI automatically adds the controller if a brake system dataset is used in which 
the ABS controller is active. 

Driver Model: Speed Controller 
The built-in driver speed controller, parameters, and output variables are installed only if used. 

The CarSim 9 GUI automatically adds the controller if a constant target speed is selected using 
any of the built-in GUI controls (e.g., the Procedures screen), or if any dataset is used that 
involves parameters or tables used by the speed controller. 

Pacejka 5.2 Magic Formula Tire Model 
The built-in Pacejka 5.2 tire model is installed only if used. Also, the 130 parameters for each tire 
are now fully supported for options such as setting values with formulas, specifying alternative 
units, using them in VS Commands, etc. 

The CarSim 9 GUI automatically adds this model when a tire dataset is used in which the internal 
Pacejka 5.2 model is specified. 

Miscellaneous Improvements 

Calculated Time Step Parameters 
VS Solvers run with a specified time step set with the system parameter TSTEP. Depending on 
the type of numerical integration selected, the equations are updated at intervals of either TSTEP 
or TSTEP/2. A new parameter T_DT is calculated automatically for use in finite difference 
equations. Another new parameter, TSTEP_WRITE, is the sample time used to write simulation 
results to file. This parameter can also be used in some advanced applications where Events are 
synchronized with the recording times.  
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More Preinstalled Units  
All parameters and variables can be assigned units when they are given values by following the 
value with a semicolon and the units. For example, to set a speed of 70 mi/h, enter 70 ; mi/h. 
This capability has existed in past versions, but it was necessary to first define units with the VS 
Command DEFINE_UNITS. The CarSim VS Solvers now come with common English units 
preinstalled, such as in, ft, mi/h, etc. 

Controllers in the Driver Model 
Several minor inconsistencies were fixed in the closed-loop speed controller and closed-loop 
steering controller. These can result in small differences in simulation results when repeating runs 
from CarSim 8.2.2 and are described later (page 15, page 19). 

Modular VehicleSim Architecture 
As CarSim usage has grown far beyond the simulation of basic handling/braking/powertrain tests, 
the software has also grown to support many options for extending the math models at runtime. 
These options include: using new built-in options, working with other software tools such as 
Simulink via Import and Export communication, using the VS Command scripting language, and 
using external programs that in turn work with the VS Application Program Interface (API).  

The capabilities for modifying the simulation at runtime are still growing. In light of this, CarSim 
9.0 is the first VehicleSim product that uses a new internal architecture developed over the past 
year at Mechanical Simulation to provide better integration of the built-in features with those 
added at runtime. The improvements in this version provide more options for extending the 
model, and better support for those options. 

Simulation Output Files 
Every time CarSim is used to simulate a test, the VS Solver generates a number of output files. In 
CarSim 9, a core model is always present that is smaller than in past versions. Some changes have 
been made to provide output files that are organized to support easy location of parameters and 
variables of interest. 

Echo Files 
The Echo file lists all system parameters, then all other model parameters, then all Configurable 
Functions, then VS Commands, State Variables, and Import and Export variables that were active 
in the run. Within these sections, some improvements have been made: 

1. Parameters and tables have an indicator [D] (default) if they were not set by reading 
values from an input Parsfile. 

2. Model parameters have an indicator [I] if they are used during the model initialization. 
This is helpful information for advanced users who need to know the effect of changing 
model data during a run with VS Events. 

3. Parameters associated with modules are shown in the order in which the modules were 
installed, such as tires, controllers, roads, etc. Each module typically has a heading, 
followed by the related parameters.  
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4. All VS Configurable Functions are sorted alphabetically by name, regardless of whether 
they exist in all simulations or were added with a module. The comments before the 
datasets for a configurable function explicitly name keywords for all options (there are up 
to six offsets and gains that can be used to transform the two or three variables linked by 
the table).  

5. When shown, all state variables are sorted alphabetically by name. State variables that are 
calculated with an ordinary differential equation (ODE) include this information in the 
description, along with the number of the ODE. For example, the variable SV_ZO has the 
description: “ODE #3: Global Z coordinate of sprung mass origin.”  

Output Files 
When the option is chosen to write output variables to file in alphabetical order, the sorting is 
done dynamically to properly include variables added with VS Commands and/or third party 
software. 

The ERD file format, published in 1984, has always been used for CarSim output files. CarSim 
9.0 introduces a more modern VS file format and associated API. The VS format supports binary 
32-bit or 64-bit data, and labels for output variables without the length restrictions associated with 
the ERD format. The ERD format is still supported. 

I/O Documentation Files 
Past versions of CarSim have included static machine-generated text files that list all of the 
available Import and output variables. Advanced users access these files using the View button on 
the Run Control screen; Simulink users can activate Import and Export variables with point and 
click using the I/O Channels screens. 

VS Solvers now have the capability of generating files that describe all of the available variables, 
including those installed at runtime with VS Commands and optional modules. The VS Solver 
reads the same input Parsfile, but instead of making a simulation run, it generates documentation 
files. This capability is used to automatically generate the information shown using the View 
button on the Run Control screen. The same method is used to support advanced browsing for 
Import and Export variables on the I/O Channels screens, and output variables on the Plot Setup 
screen. 

Graphical User Interface (GUI)  
The CarSim browser program was updated to support the new database. The Libraries menu was 
revised slightly to use updated names for some of the libraries.  

Simulink Connections 
A new screen was added for the Simulink I/O Port library.  

The screens used to activate Import and Export variables were modified to support point-and-
click activation of all available variables, including those added with VS Commands.  
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Run Control Screen 
The Run Control screen has controls for specifying the type of output file (ERD 32-bit, VS 32-
bit, VS 64-bit). It also has a new button Video + Plot that shows a video synchronized with 
selected plots. The option to view model information using the View button in the lower-right 
corner of the screen has been extended to show all information for the current dataset, including 
variables or parameters added with VS Commands and module installation commands. 

Road and Path Screens 
In support of multiple roads and paths, the screens used to define roads and paths write all of the 
new commands behind the scenes into the Parsfiles. If multiple roads are defined, the last one is 
used for the vehicle, to provide backward compatibility with existing datasets. If multiple paths 
are defined, the last one is used for the driver model, also to provide backward compatibility.  

The road and path screens now include an optional field to set an ID number that can simplify the 
specification of roads and paths in complicated scenarios. 

The Path and Road Builder screen has been extended to support both roads and reference paths, 
and to work directly with the new option to build a path as a series of segments. Paths defined 
with straight lines and circular arcs are now represented with exact formulas in the math model, 
leaving the XY spline tables for other types of curves. 

Configurable Function Screens 
About 100 screens used to specify data for configurable functions now include an option for 
custom settings, in support of advanced users who want to set units, use VS Commands, 
customize the function using advanced parameters, etc.  

Miscellaneous Changes 
1. The Run Control, Procedures, and Events screens allow setting a constant target speed 

for the driver model. When the constant speed option is selected, a checkbox is also 
shown to enable/disable the speed controller option to take engine braking into account. 

2. The improvements made for browsing Import and Export variables were made to the Plot 
Setup screen, to provide point-and-click browsing of the complete set of output variables 
available for any given run. 

Examples 
Most of the examples provided in CarSim 8.2.2 are still included in CarSim 9.0. Additional 
examples have been made to show new features or to add capabilities: 

1. How to represent steering with a 2D function of jounce and rack displacement. Two 
examples are given. One (2D Steer - DLC) reproduces the results of the 1D methods, but 
uses 2D tables to define that data. A second (2D Steer (Full) – DLC) modifies the table 
data to reflect the combined jounce and steer effects. 

2. A new twist beam suspension model is presented (along with documentation) that might 
be more compatible with available measurement data from K&C test facilities. 
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3. Model extensions include engine ignition and parking brake, for use in driving simulators 
and scenarios where test cycles include starting/stopping the engine and parking. 

4. Examples make use of the new asymmetric tire model capabilities in both full vehicle 
simulations and tire tests. 

5. Examples show multiple roads and paths. The example “Road Network – Roundabout” 
uses several roads to assemble a network. The example “Lane Detection – Expressway 
Driving” uses multiple target paths to define lane edges, one road to drive on, and a 
separate path for the driver model target. 

6. Examples show applications of multiple payloads. 

7. An example demonstrates that 64-bit binary output is helpful when working with absolute 
GPS latitude and longitude. 

Documentation 
Two new Technical Memos were added: 

1. Example: An Alternative Twist Beam Suspension 

2. Spectrum Analysis with VehicleSim Models 

CarSim includes over 1800 pages of PDF documentation, accessed through the Help menu, the 
Search Help option, and using the F1 key for any screen. Minor changes were made throughout 
the system. Major revisions were made to the following documents: 

3. CarSim Quick Start Guide Version 9.0 

4. VS Browser (GUI and Database Reference Manual) 

5. VS Commands (Reference Manual) 

6. VS Solver Programs (Reference Manual) 

7. VS API (Reference Manual) 

8. VS Visualizer (Reference Manual) 

9. System Parameters in VS Solvers (Reference Manual) 

10. Automating Runs with the VS API (Tech Memo) 

11. Example: Extending a Model with VS Commands and the API (Tech Memo) 

12. Vehicle Dynamics Terminology (Tech Memo) 

13. Home: The Run Screen (Screen documentation) 

14. Custom Forces and Motion Sensors (Screen documentation) 

15. Import and Export Variables (Screen documentation) 

16. Driver Control Screens (Screen documentation) 

17. Paths, Roads, and Ground (Screen documentation) 
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18. Plot Setup (Screen documentation) 

19. Tire Models (Screen documentation) 

20. Traffic, Target Object, and Sensors (Screen documentation) 

Backward Compatibility  
Most of the new features in the math models involve adding new parameters and output variables. 
Old datasets do not use these features, so backward compatibility is maintained. However, some 
of the new features replace older capabilities, making some differences inevitable.  

CarSim 9.0 will automatically convert databases going back to 7.0 (2007). If you need to work 
with pre-2007 datasets (version 6), import into a CarSim version between 7.0 and 8.1.1 and then 
import from there into CarSim 9.0. 

VS Command Equations with Discontinued Parameters 
When VS Commands add equations with symbolic expressions, CarSim will generate an error if 
any symbols in the expression are not recognized. 

Some of the changes that have made CarSim 9 more modular have involved replacing old built-in 
parameters or variables with new ones that are added if needed. When a parameter has simply 
been renamed, the VS Solvers typically recognize both the new and old names, so old datasets 
remain valid. 

Some of the extensions made in CarSim 9 have replaced a limited set of built-in parameters with 
options for extending the model. For example, previous versions of CarSim had four payloads 
(and associated sets of parameters) that always existed, even if the masses and inertia values were 
zero. CarSim 9 support up to 99 payloads, but if they are not used, none of the payload-related 
parameters exist. If an old dataset has a VS Command equation involving a payload mass, an 
error will be reported unless payloads were included in the vehicle. 

Multiple Paths and Roads 
Past versions of CarSim included one road and two paths (one for the road and a second for 
possible use by the driver model). If a simulation involved changing a road or path, then VS 
Events were used to read new data during the simulation, overwriting the properties of the path 
and/or road. CarSim 9.0 supports multiple paths and roads, so VS Events can be used to change 
just a few parameters (maybe just one), such as the ID of the road being used for the vehicle, or 
the ID of the path being used by the driver model. The older method of replacing the data for an 
existing road or path is still supported, but it is necessary to set a drop-down list on the road and 
path screens to specify that the data should be used to update an existing road or path, and not 
create a new one. 

Segment Builder Screen and the Baja Example 
In previous versions of CarSim, the Paths and Roads: Segment Builder screen assembled a 
table of X-Y coordinates from segments made of straight lines and circular arcs. The XY table is 
a close approximation to a sequence of true arcs, but is not exactly the same. In CarSim 9, the 
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sequence of straight lines and arcs is handled directly by the VS Math Models and an XY table is 
no longer generated.  

The improvement in the handling of segments can lead to different results between CarSim 9.0 
and CarSim 8.2.2. Two effects are: 

1. The definition of station from an XY table is slightly shorter then the definition for a 
sequence of pure arcs. This is because the points in the table are connected with straight 
lines to calculate station, whereas it is defined using the exact mathematical definition in 
the case of an arc. The difference is small, and is significant only when synchronizing 
table data for roads based on looped paths. There is no problem if Z and DZ are handled 
by the Segment Builder, but if Z or DZ tables are generated independently, the station 
values might be off. 

2. If the checkbox on the Paths and Roads: Segment Builder screen is checked for a 
looped path, the older versions of CarSim would force the first and last points in the 
generated XY table to have the same coordinates. This does not work for true arcs and 
straight segments; if the path does not connect with the starting X, Y, and heading, it is 
simply not valid as a loop. In CarSim 9, the VS Solver will generate an error if the path is 
specified as being looped but doesn’t close within a tolerance of 0.25 m. 

An example simulation run from CarSim 8.2.2 is Driver Speed from Path Preview > Baja 
Driving. This includes a model of a rugged hilly dirt road named Off-Road/City Loop. With the 
new, more stringent definition with true circular arcs, the VS Solvers flagged an error because the 
end XY coordinates were different from the starting XY coordinate by about a meter. The 
example dataset has been modified to be within tolerance.  

Variables from Motion Sensors 
Past versions of CarSim included velocity and acceleration output variables for the mass center of 
the sprung mass, plus six points in the reference frame of the sprung mass, plus six points in the 
engine mass for models with the engine mount feature. Global XYZ coordinates were provided 
for ten reference points, which were also associated with custom force vectors. 

In CarSim 9, the motion sensors used to generate velocity and acceleration output also include 
global position outputs. The reference points are needed only in support of custom forces added 
to the model at runtime. 

Some position, velocity, and acceleration variables that can be reproduced with motion sensors 
have been removed. Table 1 lists the variables that were removed because they were redundant, 
given the new outputs available from the motion sensors. 

Custom Forces and Reference Points 
Past versions of CarSim included global XYZ coordinates for ten reference points in the sprung 
mass and ten more in the engine (for models with mounted engines) that were each associated 
with two custom force vectors (i.e., six scalar force components).  
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Table 1. Output variables that were removed but can be replaced with motion sensors. 

Legacy Names CarSim 9 Names for Sensor i 
Ac_S1 Ac_Si 
At_S1 At_Si 
AxBf_SM, AyBf_SM, AzBf_SM Ax_Si, Ay_Si, Az_Si 
AxNf_SM, AyNf_SM, AzNf_SM AxN_Si, AyN_Si, AzN_Si 
Rho_S1 Rho_Si 
VxBf_SM, VyBf_SM, VzBf_SM Vx_Si, Vy_Si, Vz_Si 

 

In CarSim 9.0, up to 99 custom forces and reference points can be added to non-spinning wheel 
hubs, sprung masses, the engine (for models with mounted engines), and axles (for models with 
solid axles). Each force vector is represented with three scalar components that can be applied 
using the body-fixed axes or the inertial axes. Table 2 shows how the old and new force and 
coordinate names compare.  

Table 2. Custom force and reference point names. 

Legacy Names for Custom Force i CarSim 9 Names for Point i 
FxExGi, FyExGi, FzExGi 
FxExti, FyExti, FzExti 
FxENGi, FyENGi, FzENGi 
FxGENGi, FyGENGi, FzGENGi 

Fx_RP_i, Fy_RP_i, Fz_RP_i 

X_RPi, Y_RPi, Z_RPi 
XERPi, YERPi, ZERPi 

X_RPi, Y_RPi, Z_RPi 
X_Si, Y_Si, Z_Si 

 

In the case of Import force variable names, the old names (e.g., IMP_FXEXT3) are recognized as 
aliases for the new names (e.g., IMP_FX_RP_3). Therefore, existing datasets that include VS 
Commands that calculate Import forces should still work if the associated reference point is on 
the proper body (e.g., sprung mass 1) with the proper choice of axes (body or inertial).  

The sprung mass and engine also include two moment vectors (six scalar components). Those 
have not been changed for CarSim 9.0. 

The naming convention for all of the XYZ coordinates for the sprung mass reference points in 
older versions of CarSim is used for all reference points in CarSim 9.0. 

On the other hand, datasets that specify output forces for plotting or animation will not work, 
because VS Visualizer will only recognize the names exactly as written in output VS/ERD files. 

If reference points were used in an old dataset solely to provide XYZ output variables, consider 
replacing them with motion sensors. (The sensors do not have associated force components.) In 
that case, the names are sensor-based (e.g., X_S3).  

Driver Model  
Several refinements were made to the closed-loop steering and speed control methods, which can 
result in minor differences for some examples when compared to previous versions of CarSim. 
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Closed-Loop Steering 
The CarSim closed-loop steer controller calculates a target angle for the front road wheels. A 
ratio between the steering wheel and average steer angles of the two front wheels at the road is 
used to calculate a steering wheel angle, subject to limits in the maximum angle and rate.  

In past versions of CarSim, the instant nonlinear ratio was used, which sometimes caused the 
specified limits to be exceeded. The ratio was standardized in CarSim 9.0 to be a fixed on-center 
ratio calculated during the initialization. The effect of the change is small except when limit 
conditions are reached, in which case the specified limits are applied more consistently. 

Some minor bugs were identified and fixed in this update, which can cause small differences 
between CarSim 8.2.2 and CarSim 9.0 (for details, please see the section Bug Fixes and Errata, 
page 19). 

Closed-Loop Speed Control 
Screens in which a constant target speed can be specified now include a checkbox to 
enable/disable the option to take engine braking into account. If a simulation from CarSim 8.2.2 
is repeated in CarSim 9.0 and the same option is not used, then the resulting speed control can be 
a little different. 

Some minor bugs in the speed controller were identified and fixed in this update, which can cause 
small differences between CarSim 8.2.2 and CarSim 9.0 (for details, please see the section Bug 
Fixes and Errata, page 19). 

Install and Define Commands 
As described earlier (page 6), some of the optional features in the math model that involve a 
significant number of parameters or output variables have been separated from the core 
multibody model such that they are not used if not specified. If a feature is not used, associated 
parameters do not exist in the VS Solver for that simulation, and associated keywords are not 
recognized if they appear in input Parsfiles. 

The CarSim 9 GUI provides these installation commands automatically. However, advanced 
users who might be generating input Parsfiles with external software must now add the 
appropriate INSTALL and DEFINE commands. This also applies for simulation that use 
encrypted Parsfiles from older versions. If the encrypted Parsfiles include properties of payloads 
or sensors, they will not work unless the new INSTALL and DEFINE commands are added to the 
description to ensure that the associated parameters exist in the model. 

Sorting Import and Export Variables 
Older versions of CarSim had a system parameter OPT_SORT_IMPORT that would cause the 
order of Import variables to be sorted to a default sequence, rather than the order in which they 
were activated.  

This option has been dropped for CarSim 9.0. With recent versions that can be extended at 
runtime (VS Commands, Sensors, API calls, etc.), the default sequence is not static and this 
feature has not been recommended. CarSim 9 supports even more options that add Import or 
Export variables at runtime that make this old feature even less suitable.  
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A similar parameter, OPT_SORT_EXPORT, was available for sorting Export variables; it has also 
been dropped. 

On the other hand, the system parameter OPT_SORT_WRITE causes the built-in output variables 
to be sorted alphabetically before writing them to file. This option has been kept and extended to 
include all output variables, including those added at runtime with INSTALL and DEFINE VS 
Commands.  

Multiple Ports for Sensors in Simulink 
Past versions of CarSim supported the automatic generation of Simulink ports dedicated to sets of 
detection variables between sensors and moving object targets. This option is specified with a 
parameter OPT_EXPORT_SENSOR, which is set automatically based on a checkbox on the 
Sensors for Range and Tracking screen.  

CarSim 9.0 introduces a second-generation CarSim S-Function for use in Simulink. The new S-
Function supports user-defined multiple ports.  

The second-generation S-Function does not support the complexity of automatically generated 
ports together with user-defined ports. 

If you are using the automatic Export option on the Sensors for Range and Tracking screen, 
you must continue to use the first-generation S-Function. If you use the second-generation S-
Function, you can set up your own ports. However, the automatic export will not work. 

Parameter Name Changes 
As new features are added, some old parameters have been renamed for consistency. In other 
cases, they have been removed completely. 

System Parameter TSTART_T_EVENT (previously named T_EVENT_START) 
The parameter TSTART_T_EVENT was named T_EVENT_START in past versions. The old 
name is still recognized as a valid input keyword, but only the new name is shown in Echo files 
and other documentation. 

Parameter OPT_EVENT_TIME retired 
The legacy parameter OPT_EVENT_TIME has been removed from VS Solvers. (This parameter 
became unnecessary with the introduction of the parameter T_EVENT_START in 2007, now 
named TSTART_T_EVENT.) 

Instead of resetting the event clock with a statement OPT_EVENT_TIME = 1, set 
TSTART_T_EVENT = T, as done with all other relative clocks. 

System Parameter OPT_STOP (previously named OPT_SSTOP) 
The system parameter OPT_STOP was named OPT_SSTOP in past versions. The new name is 
more consistent with VS Solvers that do not include roads or paths, such as SuspensionSim, the 
CarSim Tire Tester, and others. The old name is still supported, but only the new name is shown 
in Echo files and other documentation. 
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Road, Path, and Driver Model Keyword Changes 
The extension of CarSim to include multiple roads and paths introduces new keywords for 
accessing the associated parameters and tables.  

Old datasets for roads and paths should work fine if they are set from the CarSim GUI, with the 
requirement that the path used for the driver model should be the last one linked to the run data. If 
datasets were prepared outside CarSim, then CarSim 9 commands and keywords must be used to 
define roads, paths, and tables. 

The hidden system parameters for setting the scope for a road is IROAD; for a path it is IPATH, 
and for an XY spline table it is ITAB_XY. (This information is not needed if you are working 
within the GUI.) 

Table 3 lists the changes that have been made in keywords used for roads and paths. In most 
cases, older keywords are still recognized, but Echo files will show the new keywords. 

Table 3. Path and road parameters with name changes. 

Legacy Keyword CarSim 9 Keyword 
OPT_ROAD CURRENT_ROAD_ID 
OPT_DRIVER_MODEL = 3 PATH_ID_DM 
OPT_INIT_ROAD OPT_INIT_PATH 
OPT_ROAD_LOOP 
OPT_DRIVER_LOOP 

OPT_PATH_LOOP(ipath) 

SPATH 
SPATH_DRIVER 

SPATH_START(ipath) 

ROAD_REF_XY_TABLE 
YIN_TABLE 
DRIVER_REF_XY_TABLE 

SEGMENT_XY_TABLE(itab_xy) 

 

Table 4 lists changes were made in auxiliary keywords used to scale and offset a few of the tire 
Configurable Functions. Advanced users might have datasets using some of these to work with 
normalized data. The new keywords follow a consistent naming strategy used throughout the VS 
Math Models.  

Alert The VS Math Models are not backward compatible for the keywords for 
tire Configurable Function auxiliary parameters listed in Table 4; only 
the new names are recognized. 

ID_Run and ID_Event 
VS Solvers have two system parameters (ID_Run and ID_Event) used in the past by some 
advanced users to monitor which datasets were used. CarSim used file ID numbers to name files 
(e.g., Run123.par); the ID numbers for the Run Control and Events libraries were assigned to 
these system parameters automatically. 
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Table 4. Auxiliary tire Configurable Function keywords with name changes. 

Legacy Keyword CarSim 9 Keyword Root Name 
KAPPA_SCALE_FX KAPPA_SCALE_FX_TIRE 
FZ_SCALE_FX FZ_SCALE_FX_TIRE 

FX_TIRE 

ALPHA_SCALE_FY ALPHA_SCALE_FY_TIRE 
FZ_SCALE_FY FZ_SCALE_FY_TIRE 

FY_TIRE 

GAMMA_SCALE_FY GAMMA_SCALE_FYG_TIRE 
FZ_SCALE_FYG FZ_SCALE_FYG_TIRE 

FYG_TIRE 

ALPHA_SCALE_MX ALPHA_SCALE_MX_TIRE 
FZ_SCALE_MX FZ_SCALE_MX_TIRE 

MX_TIRE 

GAMMA_SCALE_MX GAMMA_SCALE_MXG_TIRE 
FZ_SCALE_MXG FZ_SCALE_MXG_TIRE 

MXG_TIRE 

ALPHA_SCALE_MZ ALPHA_SCALE_MZ_TIRE 
FZ_SCALE_MZ FZ_SCALE_MZ_TIRE 

MZ_TIRE 

GAMMA_SCALE_MZ GAMMA_SCALE_MZG_TIRE 
FZ_SCALE_MZG FZ_SCALE_MZG_TIRE 

MZG_TIRE 

 

This is no longer possible with the use of 32-digit hex numbers in CarSim 9. The system 
parameters ID_Run and ID_Event still exist, but they retain their default values of zero unless 
they are assigned new values.  

If you are making use of either of these parameters, you should set their values using a 
miscellaneous field. 

Other Parameter Name Changes 
Keywords were changed for some seldom-used parameters in order to maintain consistency with 
other parameters with similar keywords (Table 5). The old parameter names are still recognized, 
but only the new names are shown in Echo files. 

Table 5. Miscellaneous parameters with name changes. 

CarSim 8.2.2 Keyword CarSim 9 Keyword To Match  
SPIN_SCALE_RGEAR_CVT SPIN_SCALE_R_GEAR_CVT  
SPIN_START_RGEAR_CVT SPIN_START_R_GEAR_CVT  
THROTTLE_SCALE_RGEAR_CVT THROTTLE_SCALE_R_GEAR_CVT 
THROTTLE_START_RGEAR_CVT THROTTLE_START_R_GEAR_CVT 

R_GEAR_CVT 

OPT_SSTOP OPT_STOP OPT_PAUSE, 
OPT_WRITE 

 

Tire Model 
The table-based tire models that have been available in all past versions of CarSim assumed 
symmetric behavior with respect to lateral slip angle and longitudinal slip ratio. Internally, all 
calculations were made for positive slip, and then shear forces and moments were given the 
proper sign after the other calculations were made. 
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In the case of longitudinal slip, positive and negative slips contribute to the combined slip 
differently, based on sign. Table-based tire models in CarSim 9 use the full potentially 
asymmetric tables and generate combined slip slightly differently when the longitudinal slip is 
negative. 

Units 
Older versions of CarSim used the labels “sec” for seconds and “g's” for “gees” (gravity). CarSim 
9 uses standard abbreviations “s” and “g.” The old units are installed and still work, but are not 
used in the outputs for the models as installed. 

Spectrum Analyzer  
The spectrum analysis tool and corresponding GUI screens were removed for CarSim 9.0. The 
tool did not work with large output files, and users are encouraged to use MATLAB or other 
software to perform fast Fourier transforms (FFT) for frequency-domain analysis. CarSim 9 
includes a technical memo explaining how to move data to MATLAB for analysis, using an 
example sine-sweep steering test. 

Bug Fixes and Errata 
The following bugs were identified and corrected.  

Driver Model 
1. In the driver model speed controller, an error in the controller logic was found in which 

the power associated with a target longitudinal acceleration was calculated using the 
front/rear drive ratio from the parameters used when the option was selected to use 
"Powertrain: Speed control (min. powertrain)," rather the ratio applicable from the 
powertrain model. If the parameters match the powertrain, there is no discrepancy. If they 
do not match, the small discrepancy vanishes if the tire radii for the front and rear wheels 
are the same. When the parameters and powertrain do not match and the tires in the front 
and rear have different sizes, then the speed controller for older versions of CarSim gave 
results that did not exactly match the intended behavior. 

2. In the driver model steer controller, option #3 (use a target path separate from the road 
path) used the mode to ignore rear steer effects (as done with option #2). If rear-steer 
effects exist, the original intent was that they be used. This effect is very small, but meant 
that the steer controller for older versions of CarSim gave results that did not exactly 
match the intended behavior. 

3. The driver model steer controller has a limit on steering wheel angle. The calculated 
steering wheel angle involves a ratio between the angle at the hand wheel and the average 
steer angles of the two front wheels at the road. There was an inconsistency involving use 
of the ratio during initialization and the ratio determined dynamically that allowed the 
hand-wheel angle from the driver model to exceed the limit. 

4. The driver model steer controller has a limit on steering wheel angular rate 
(AV_SW_MAX_DM). When the control mode was changed from open-loop to closed-loop 
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during a run via a VS Event, the instant rate was not checked at the first time step in 
which the controller was active. 

Others 
1. The pitch angle for a moving object (traffic vehicle more sensor target) on a 3D road had 

the wrong sign if the road was banked and the heading angle of the object was nonzero.  

2. Several bugs involving the importing of data into suspension compliance screens were 
fixed. These involved using the checkbox for L/R, COM access to some of the controls, 
and interactions with internal/external spring options. 

3. Properties for the right side of a twist-beam suspension were not always saved correctly. 

4. The tire cornering stiffness field on the Tire screen (used only for external tire models) 
was not displayed with a combination of external shear calculations but internal lags. 
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